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Family history is about so much more than just
adding names and dates to a tree. It’s about
exploring your roots and understanding the
lives of your ancestors. You’ll find shocks and
revelations, twists and turns. You may uncover
mysteries and scandals. Most of all, it’s about
going on a fascinating, sometimes emotional,
always rewarding, journey of discovery that’s
unique to you.
In family history, you’re the detective. We put
together this guide to help shine a light on
some of the things you can expect to encounter
on your journey. With real stories from real
people, simple advice on getting started (from a
Who Do You Think You Are? consultant, no less)
and information on the kinds of things you can
achieve, the only question you’ll be left with is
why you didn’t get into genealogy sooner!
Enjoy your journey. We can’t wait to hear what
you find.

Tamsin Todd
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REASONS TO...
find your past

Because genealogy is about so
much more than adding names &
dates to a tree
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ANYONE
CAN DO IT
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IT’S EASIER THAN
YOU THINK
Genealogy used to require
trips across the country to
archive offices you hoped had
what you were looking for.

The celebrities on Who Do You Think You

Now, it’s all just a mouseclick

Are? are so lucky, right? Wrong. Well, kind

away. Not only that, our

of right. Of course, they’re fortunate to have

automatic hints constantly

the research done for them, but most of

search for information on your

the historical records used by the

ancestors, so you don’t have to.

BBC show’s experts can be
found on Findmypast.

fig.A

‘lucky
lucky’’ four leaved clover

There’s nothing quite like getting to see
your ancestors. You could
find military pictures in Army
records or photographs in
old local newspaper reports, for
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LOOK
ANCESTORS
IN THE EYE

example, or even criminal mugshots!
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REASONS TO FIND YOUR PAST
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WHO
DOESN’T
LIKE PLAYING
DETECTIVE?
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Like solving

a crossword, finishing a
Sudoku or guessing the
culprit in a whodunnit,

IT’S (just a bit)
ADDICTIVE

Don’t blame us when ‘just 15 more minutes’
turns into the wee hours of the morning. With
more records released every single week, we
have to admit to enabling this addiction. But
hey, there are far worse habits to have!
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YOUR CHILDREN
WILL THANK
YOU

piecing together your

No, really. A 2017 psychological
study by the Emory University in
Georgia, USA, found the more
children know about their family
history, the stronger their sense

roots is full of satisfying

of control over their lives, the

‘Eureka’ moments.

higher their self-esteem and the
more successfully they believed
their families functioned.

FAMILY IS
EVERYTHING
Genealogy is the only way to truly understand
the people you come from. Read their school
reports, find them in the paper, discover their
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occupations… whatever you do, just don’t let
their stories be forgotten.
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REASONS TO FIND YOUR PAST

‘GENEALOGY CHANGED MY LIFE’
I’ve been confined to a wheelchair since
I was 16. I used to be pretty lonely and
bored. Then, my brother helped me get
online, allowing me, from home, to reach the
outside world. A burning desire to discover
my roots soon took hold. I knew little about
my father, so that was the starting point, but
as soon as I started compiling my family
tree it became a major work in progress.
The experience was utterly heartwarming.

Over time, I built up a network of
friends, each helping me in their particular
location as I would help them, passing
on information about my family, and
exchanging snippets between each other.
In the years since, I’ve met a cousin for the
first time, and even visited my mum’s old
house and school. Both thanks to genealogy.
JUNE TERRINGTON,
Peterborough

“

FAMILY
HISTORY

Findmypasters share the reasons they fell in love with genealogy
‘NOW I KNOW THE ROOT
OF MY PASSION’

‘I UNCOVERED A MYSTERY
IDENTITY’

I’ve loved cats all my life and
foster them for Cats Protection.
I grew up on a dairy farm and had a (bad!)
habit of taming the feral cats to bring indoors.
Weirdly, both of my parents much prefer dogs.
It was only recently, nosing through some old
family pictures when the penny dropped. My
great-grandmother was nursing a cat in every
photo. She’s holding them with affection and
the cats look so content. I never knew her, so
it’s fascinating to realise I’ve likely inherited
my cat passion from her!

Grandad was just a baby when
his father left him and my greatgrandmother living in High Street, Aston,
in one of those buildings where each family
just had one room. And while my grandfather
never showed any interest in the father who
left him, I wanted to get to the bottom of the
mystery. I eventually found him in the 1900
US Census and City directories listed as a
bookkeeper. I cried when I finally found him
and actually spoke to the sky, telling grandad
I had found his father.

CAROLE DURRAN, Gillingham

NITA PEARSON, Thringstone

[great-grandmother & cat pictured]

Rewarding
Family
History Goals

GOAL #01
FIND
EXTRAORDINARY ANCESTORS
The 1939 Register is a
detailed database of
England & Wales
when Britain
declared war on
Germany. It lets
you compare your
ancestors’ jobs,
names and local
areas with the rest of
the country, then and
now.

GOAL #02
WALK IN YOUR
ANCESTOR’S FOOTSTEPS
You’ll find full addresses in census
records and the 1939 Register. Use
these to take a trip to your relatives’
old addresses. We defy you to see
their old houses and not have the
hairs on the back of your neck stand
up.
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That are actually super
simple to achieve…
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TOUGH TO TRAVEL?
Use Google Street
View to have a look
instead!

GOAL #03
HONOUR YOUR FAMILY’S HEROES
Most of us know whether our ancestors served, but few of us know much more. Military records
can reveal everything about their service so you can truly understand their experiences and the
sacrifices they made.
START YOUR FAMILY HISTORY JOURNEY

FAMILY HISTORY GOALS

GOAL #04
UNCOVER YOUR ANCESTORS IN PRINT
Local newspapers used to report on everything from drunken
brawls to newborns and the opening of new businesses.
You’ll almost definitely find your ancestors in our newspaper
archive. The real question is: why were they newsworthy?

GOAL #06

GOAL #05
GO ON A PILGRIMAGE

The National Archives in Kew
holds the vast majority of
Britain’s historical documents.
Visit one of their reading rooms
and you could see some of the
original records your ancestors
feature in. Entrance is free, plus
there’s no need to book.

DISCOVER VICTORIAN FAMILY

Civil records of births, deaths and marriages
were first taken in 1837. Build your family
tree with us and our smart hints can search
these vital records for you. With little effort,
you’ll soon know your Victorian ancestors.

GOAL #07
PS

SS

T.

go to
findmypast.co.uk/family-tree
to start your free family tree
today!

PRESERVE THEIR STORIES

..

Building a family tree on Findmypast is
about so much more than names and
dates. Add every milestone of your
ancestors’ lives and attach supporting
documents and pictures. Your tree
will always be safely stored with us,
regardless of whether you have a
subscription.
FAMILY HISTORY GOALS

F A M I L Y
H I STO R Y
...starts at home

Who Do You Think You Are? consultant
Laura Berry outlines three simple
steps for getting started

JOT DOWN WHAT
YOU KNOW
Draw a basic family tree.
Include all the dates and places
of birth, marriage and death
you can. This will highlight the
gaps in your knowledge. Do
you know the women’s maiden
names? What about the men’s
occupations? All this will help
you identify the right people
when you start searching
records.

ASK AROUND THE
FAMILY
Show your first tree to your nearest
and dearest to see if they can fill in
any gaps. Ask what they remember
about family members who’ve
passed. Are there any family
rumours
to
investigate?
Any
criminality or aristocratic connections?
Who did military service? Make notes.
These lines of enquiry will help inform
your initial research.

GET YOUR RUMMAGE ON
Take that dusty box down from the attic and look
for old documents or photographs. Take pictures
with your smartphone or digital camera. National
identity cards, driving licences, passports and
letters can reveal vital information. Pay attention
to ages, addresses and occupations, and add
new info to your family tree.

START
YOUR MAGAZINE
YOUR FAMILY
TITLE
HISTORY JOURNEY

FAMILY HISTORY:FIRST
RUNNING HEADER
STEPS

GENEALOGY
...in numbers

1538

4 M I L L I O N + FA M I LY T R E E S HAV E B E E N M A D E S O FA R O N
F I N DM Y PA ST A N D 1 8 0 M I L L ION +
ANCESTORS FOUND

parish records
were first taken,
meaning it’s entirely
possible to
get your
family
tree that
far back

1837

is when...

civil records were first taken,
making it easy to discover
VICTORIAN ANCESTORS

The 1 9 3 9
Register
r e c o r d e d

41,000,00
people
in
England &
Wales on the
eve of war.
It’s the most
recent national
survey available

Go back 20 generations
and you’ll have at least

>>

1,048,576
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...that includes more than

2 BILLION
6 MILLION
. . a s wel l a s m o re t h a n

records covering everything

c i v i l ,

parish
& census

from the

dou ble de c ke r bu se s on top o f
one anoth e r wou ld be th e sa m e
he igh t as all F indmypa st ’s
historic al re c ords stac ke d up. . .

MORE

THAN

26,970

p eo p l e o n yo ur t r ee

records

is
when...

military
to CRIME &
PUNISHMENT

GENEALOGY IN NUMBERS

